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Welcome to the first 'Piano Play with Angela' Newsletter! I hope everyone
is safe and well in these times. I can't believe it is July already and I'm
already working on material for September.

I want to firstly thank you all for choosing me as your child's Music
teacher for the past academic year and for also transitioning seamlessly
to online learning. 

In this newsletter I discuss a new service I'm introducing to the studio in
September, registration date for the next academic year and will we be
back to in-person tuition or continue meeting online?

Talk soon,
Angela
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I 'm looking forward to hearing all of the wonderful music
in September

This year I'm introducing a very

exciting service to my studio families

(and me!): Buddy Lessons! Buddy

Lessons are a hybrid of solo (one-to-

one) and partner (shared) lessons. 

How does the Buddy Lesson work?

During Buddy Lessons students

receive 60 minutes of tuition - 30

minutes one-to-one, 30 minutes

shared, for example:

3.30 Student A arrives for their 

lesson 

4.00 Student B arrives and both

students work together with me

4.30 Student A leaves and Student B

has their 30 minute one-to-one time

Students have the same buddy

throughout the year! 

In this blog I go into far more detail

about the huge benefits of this

teaching model. I highly, highly

recommend it!

For the last year or so I have been

upgrading my teaching skills,

researching the best and most

effective music teaching methods

and really delving into how children

learn music. I've felt for quite a while

that the traditional 30-minute piano

lesson model isn't quite long

enough, particularly for students

ages 8+, to get the full benefits of the

tuition. 

I'm introducing 45 minute lessons

for students ages 8+ in the studio

starting in September. I realise that

this is an additional cost for families 

 so I've tried to keep the cost as low

as I can and there is a more detailed

summary on my website here. 

Please do contact me if you have any

questions!

What's new? 
Buddy Lessons! 30 or 45 minutes?

https://pianoplaywithangela.com/2020/07/13/buddy-lessons-are-coming-to-my-studio/
https://pianoplaywithangela.com/2020/07/13/buddy-lessons-are-coming-to-my-studio/
https://pianoplaywithangela.com/2020/07/14/studio-policies/


Re-enrolment forms can be found

here and new students can register

here. I will be including times on the

forms for you to opt OUT of times

that do not suit your schedule. That

way it is easier for me to match up

buddies! The registration fee secures

your lesson slot and goes towards the

studio folder and all materials

needed throughout the year.

If you know of anyone that is

interested in my studio or finding out

more about my teaching style, please

direct them here.

Please return Re-

enrolment/Registration Forms by

Wednesday August 11th 2020

Any current student that refers a
new student who signs up for
lessons will receive a 'Piano Play
with Angela' studio t-shirt!

I don't yet know what September

holds in terms of in-person or online

lessons. Once an announcement has

been made regarding the schools I'll

know more but no matter what the

guidelines are, if anyone wants to

continue working online that is

absolutely fine - I'll leave it for ye to

decide what is best for your family's

safety.

With regards to online teaching, I've

invested in some fantastic software

called Classroom Maestro which

plugs into my digital piano and

shows on-screen which keys I'm

pressing on the piano. I've also

added a high-quality webcam as an

overhead piano camera and of

course, I'm adding to the digital

music games library every week.

Students are sent copies of these

games to compliment what we do

during lessons.

Classroom Maestro in action during Piano Chord Camp 2020

What's else? 
August Registration! Online or In-person?

https://forms.gle/eiaWfdTxoAKJmCPr8
https://forms.gle/yxav7coeewy8ha6UA
https://pianoplaywithangela.com/

